Introduction
In this paper we define canonical frames in the normal bundle NM n of a differentiable manifold M n immersed in the Euclidean space n+N r n E . The geometric idea of this construction was explained in |_3J.
More generally we repeat this concept as follows. Around a curve *(l)cE n , n> 3, where E n denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean space and (1.1) x:I -E n , I = [0, 1] is an immersion, we take a tubular neighborhood consisting of a one--parameter family of (n-1)-dimensional disks of radius £ >0. There exists such an £q >0 that for every £ , 0 < , the boundary T n~^ (£) of the tubular neighborhood is a regular surface. The Gauss curvature (1.2) K:T n *(£) -»• R, where R denotes the real numbers, of T n 1 (C) has the following property. Let us suppose that the first curvature k^(s) of (1.1) is greater than zero for every s 6 E0, l] .
We consider the restriction of (1.2) (1.3) K/S n " 2 (s,t), where (1.4) S n -2 (s,i)cl ,l -1 (£) denotes the spherical "fiber" with radius t and center x(s). Then there exist exactly two antipodal points y^(s), the sphere (1.4-) such that the function (1.3) attains its maximal value at y^(s) and its minimal value at and the direction in E n defined by the pair (y^(s) ,y2(s)) is that defined by the principal normal e^s) of (l.l). In the following such a direction is called canonical.
We replace x(l) by a surface x(M n )c E n+^, the tubular neigh- denotes an immersion such that the direction of the principal normal e^ of e9 is identical with that of e9. Then the second curvature of e0 is 112 zero and therefore ^^ ™ ^ » w^ere S c S is the 1-dimensional unit sphere.
As an application of the method explained in Section 7 we define canonical immersions of manifolds in spheres as a generalization of (1.5) and prove that the image of a closed and connected manifold M n , dim M n = n, n^2, in the (n+N-1)-dimensional, unit sphere by means of a canonical immersion is a unit sphere S n c ^ and M n is diffeomorphic with S n .
An outline of the content. In Section 2 we describe the scheme of generating canonical frames in an arbitrary vector bundle. In Section 3 basic notations are introduced. Tn Section 4-scalar functions in the normal bundle are defined and the construction of canonical frames is carried out. In Section 5 necessary conditions which define canoni-cal vectors are rewritten as exterior form equations. In Section 6
we define sufficient conditions to get the uniqueness of the construction. In Section 7 we consider canonical cross sections of immersions of manifolds into spheres.
Cartan's method of moving frames and special related problems are considered by Ph. Griffiths Cl] and G.R. Jens sen [2] .
A scheme of generating canonical frames in vector bundles
Let
denotes a vector bundle with total space B, base space M, the projection IT and a standard fiber V. B and M are differentiate manifolds and V is a finite dimensional vector space. We denote
A metric g on the bundle JB is a function which assigns to every p€ M a positive definite scalar product g^ in the fiber V^ over p 6 M, 
where u -(u lf ...,u )e h(Q)c K n . The second differential of (2.4-) with respect to the variables v a , l^a^N-1, is negative (or positive) definite at (u?,...,u°;v° ..,v° ,). Hence from (2.8) we get I n 1 N -1 that this differential is also negative (or positive) definite at every point (u lf ...,u n ; Vj(u),... ,v N jiu)) for u -(u lf ...,u )€ h(Q)cK n .
This means that
where h(q) « u, qe Q, v(u) -(v^u),... ,v N j^u)), is a differentiable cross section of the bundle 3 restricted to QcUcM and the function N-l ~ L/S attains its maximal (or minimal) value at e^^(q). In the case (2.5) the proof is the same. In the following we shall identify the function L restricted to jt'^(U), UcM, and LH~\ hence we set
The vector e e S^" 1 at the right of (2.11). is therefore a "projection" of e(p)e S^ * on S N ^ defined by eip) --(p,e)--e. In the followp N-l ing we shall identify the "projection" e S with the cross section (2.9) for q € U. Hence we set " We define The fiber N M^x) over p e M n is the N-dimensional subspace of E n+^ of such vectors e e E n+^ that
In the following we frequently set
By T{x) we denote the principal tangent bundle of orthonormal frames
, where e. e x.,(T M n ), denote vectors in i * p tangent to the surface x(M ) at the point x(p). We denote By Jf^(x) = J"(x) © JJ(x) we denote the Whitney sum of bundles, i.e.
The elements of the total space F^(x) are orthonormal frames we define the inclusion map (3.13) Fj(x) c E(n+N).
We define linear forms For pe M n fixed L^ is a linear function and therefore from Proposition 3 it follows that by means of L^ at most one canonical vector can be defined.
A. Canonical frames in NM (x)
The coefficient by > n~k in (3.29) has the form we get
The function » > P6U, is an invariant of NM n (x). This is the maximal (or minimal) value of L,(p,e -) restricted to 1 r n+1
-283 - Hence for k even we determine directions only. We substitute (4.14)
into (4.1). We get In the case b) from (3.24-) and (3.27) we get the identity and (6.4) it follows that the function L. /S^ ^ can be written in the k p form where An+2 are coefficients of the second quadratic form evaluated in the direction of the vector (7.37). Let (7.42) en+1(P)er..en6T(en+1) denotes a base in T M n such that e. define principal axes of (A " ..), p 1 n+2,ij Then (7.41) has the form 
